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More Puerto Rico aid urged
IMPATIENCE GROWS » Officials call on President
Trump to send more troops as disaster worsens
By HELENE COOPER AND
JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON
—
The
Trump administration moved
Thursday to step up its assistance to Puerto Rico more than
a week after Hurricane Maria,
appointing a three-star general
to coordinate with agencies and

vowing to give the island all it
needed as aides tried to stave off
comparisons to the response to
Hurricane Katrina more than a
decade ago.
But on Puerto Rico, the desperation and frustration only
grew. Shelters ran out of supplies, and residents lined up all
night to purchase ice and fuel,
only to walk away with a bag of

Jose Ramos
fills buckets
with water
at a family
member’s
home
Thursday in
Catano,
Puerto
Rico, one
week after
Hurricane
Maria hit
the island.

cold water or just a few gallons
of gas. Others complained of an
absence of basics like tarps for
roofs and the continuing lack of
running water.
Officials still struggled to
get supplies out of port to be
distributed across an island of
3.4 million people where there is
no electricity and scant phone
service. Hospitals ran low on
diesel for generators.
The island has become a landTURN TO PUERTO RICO » PAGE A11
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Watergate in the family

Forum
offers
look at
lawmen
Insiders and outsiders
vie to recast culture
of Sheriff’s Office
By NICK RAHAIM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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REMEMBERING FATHER’S LEGACY: Joan Felt, the daughter of the FBI’s Mark Felt, the informant labeled “Deep Throat” which brought down President Richard Nixon
in the Watergate scandal, talks about an upcoming movie about her father on Thursday at her home in Santa Rosa.

Daughter of ‘The Man Who Brought Down the White House’ praises film
By DAN TAYLOR
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

M

ark Felt, best known
as the 1970s Watergate
scandal whistleblower
“Deep Throat,” played a series
of roles in his daughter Joan’s
life.
As a little girl, she knew him
as a warm, loving daddy. When
she was teenager, as her dad
rose in the ranks of the FBI, he
became more secretive, preoccupied and withdrawn. In her
rebellious post-college years,
Joan believed her father’s job
made him part of the oppressive Establishment.

After Felt came to live with
his daughter at her Santa Rosa
home in 1992, and even after
several later strokes, he was
the kind and gentle man that
Joan had always believed he
was at heart.
Felt lived quietly here until
he finally revealed his secret in
a Vanity Fair article in 2005. He
died of congestive heart failure
in Santa Rosa in 2008 at age 95.
Today, the very private
man’s story goes public once
again when the new movie
“Mark Felt: The Man Who
Brought Down the White
TURN TO FELT » PAGE A2

DEEP THROAT
REVEALED:
Mark Felt, 91,
former associate
director of the
FBI, waves from
the window of
his Santa Rosa
home with his
daughter, Joan
Felt.
JOHN BURGESS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT,
2005

The common refrain at the
first Sonoma County sheriff
candidates forum before the
June primary was public trust
must be built through greater
community engagement by the
department.
The four candidates often
looked to their experience and
qualifications trying to set
themselves apart.
Even with the first contested
election in more than 25 years
for a Sonoma County Sheriff
nine months away, nearly 350
people gathered at the Santa
Rosa Veterans Memorial Auditorium for the more than twohour event organized by progressive and labor groups.
For a quarter-century, candidates for sheriff came out of the
department and ran unopposed.
But the combination of Steve
Freitas’ early retirement in July
for health reasons and successor Sheriff Rob Giordano’s decision not to run for the office has
left the field wide open.
Two candidates who have
worked at the department for
decades, Sonoma County Sheriff Lt. Carlos Basurto and Capt.
Mark Essick, claimed someone
with proven trust of the nearly
650-person agency is best suited
to implement change.
The other two candidates, retired Los Angeles Police Capt.
John Mutz and retired Santa
Rosa Police Lt. Ernesto Olivares, contended someone from
the outside is needed to change
the culture within the agency
that at times has been derided
as out-of-touch.
The impacts of the deputy-in-

COMING OCT. 6
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Read a preview of “Mark Felt: The Man Who Brought Down the White House”
and an interview with the film’s director, Peter Landesman.

INSIDE
ROTTEN TO THE CORE:

Rock fall strikes Yosemite for 2nd day
Afternoon slide closes main road out of valley, at
least 1 injured; man killed in 1st slide identified
By PAUL ROGERS
AND LISA M. KRIEGER
MERCURY NEWS

TAMARA GOODE

Vehicles drive through a dust
cloud in Yosemite Valley on
Thursday after a new rock fall
from El Capitan.

YOSEMITE
NATIONAL
PARK — One day after a huge
rock slide from El Capitan in
Yosemite National Park killed a
British man and injured a woman, another slide, larger than
the first, rocked Yosemite Valley

Thursday afternoon.
Park officials announced that
the slide, which sent a huge
plume of dust across the valley, had closed Northside Drive,
the main road out of Yosemite
Valley. It appeared that at least
one person was injured after the
3:30 p.m. slide, but details were
unclear Thursday.
Two Norwegian rock climb-

ers told a Bay Area News Group
reporter that they were walking
on a trail and about to begin
climbing a nearby rock when
they both heard an ominous
noise.
“It was a thundering sound. I
didn’t know what to think,” said
Hennette Olsboe Froeyen, 27,
from Bergen, Norway, who took
a photo of the slide.
“Then we quickly got out of
there because we didn’t know
TURN TO YOSEMITE » PAGE A11

NCAA has long made its
bones exploiting athletes,
columnist Phil Barber
writes / C1
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